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“It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into trouble. It’s what you know for sure that just ain’t so.”
- Mark Twain
THE LIMITS OF CONTROL

When a novice first tries high-performance driving, they will often drive the same way on a racetrack that they do in every-day driving, only faster. This causes all kinds of issues when they get to the limit, because the car control cues and driver inputs they are used to completely change. This can be a problem, because if your goal is ultimate speed, the limit is where you need to be.

Let’s imagine you need to pull into a parking spot at your local store. As you drive down the row, you eye your spot and then maneuver your car to the far side so you can get a wider entry. As you approach, you begin turning the wheel and maybe using a little brakes or throttle to change your speed, all the while focusing on the spot and predicting the path you need to take to arrive there correctly. You may make small alterations in your steering or other driver inputs to keep you on the ideal path into your spot. A key point here is that you most likely aren’t even thinking about the steering, throttle, or brakes. All your attention is on the parking spot and the path you need to take to get there. The car control needed is basically automatic.

But what would the average driver do if turning the steering wheel sometimes made the car steer more and sometimes didn’t? What if the car suddenly starting turning faster even if you didn’t turn the steering wheel more? What if the brakes sometimes slowed you down and sometimes didn’t, or the throttle seemed to sometimes just make you spin in place? Basically, everything the driver thought they knew about how the car should react seemed to change randomly. They would probably start walking to the store.

Before you can fully utilize Line Theory rules, you must get to an almost automatic level of car control.
But these are exactly the types of responses a racing driver will have to learn to contend with and many become so overwhelmed that the majority of their attention shifts to controlling the car and not on where they need to go. Their car control is no longer automatic like that average driver in the parking lot.

Introduced in our book *The Perfect Corner*, Line Theory is the term we use for the physics-based set of rules a driver can use to optimize their line. While drivers of any skill level can begin to apply Line Theory rules, to fully exploit them you must reach an almost automatic level of car control. To achieve this, you will need to first learn the correct car control cues and driver inputs needed for driving at the limit.

Car control, in essence, is about managing inputs and outputs. The outputs are your controls over the vehicle. Primarily brakes, throttle, and steering. The inputs would be all the information you are getting from the car and your surroundings. Primarily visual, auditory, and tactile. We call these inputs cues. How to optimally use these driver inputs and cues together is what this book is all about.
A TIGHTROPE ACT

Can you walk a tightrope? The vast majority of people would probably answer no. We know it is possible, because we have all seen it done, but what if you lived in a world where no one had ever done it and someone asked you to try. You would probably think it impossible and a quick try would reaffirm that thought.

So how does this relate to motor racing? While a tightrope is basically pass/fail, as you either fall off or stay on, driving a car is only as hard as a driver makes it. But to the average viewer, sometimes the difference is almost imperceptible. Watch a pretty fast local driver and to the untrained eye, they look like they are doing virtually the same thing as a world-class driver. Even an average racer in a relatively easy-to-drive car could probably get within a second or two of a world-class driver given specific instructions and a few weeks of practice. Only the stopwatch tells the ultimate difference, and the average racer most likely doesn’t even know why they are slower. They might just chalk it up to having less talent or think maybe the world-class driver has figured out some sort of better line.

In reality though, the world-class driver is doing something just as hard as what a tightrope walker does and it takes more than a few weeks to learn this. To an average racer, what the world-class driver is doing would feel almost impossible. Just like a tightrope walker, they make a finally tuned balancing act at the limit of control look easy.
What this average racer doesn’t realize is that they have essentially been walking around on a 6-inch wide board as they drive. They might every once in a while step up on the tightrope and fall off and then remind themselves to stay on the board, but unfortunately, walking around on a board will teach you very little about tightrope walking.

The first step to reaching a world-class level of car control is to realize you’ll need to step onto that tightrope before you can start learning how to balance on it. This book will give you the tools needed to do that, but understand this is hard, very hard. It will take years to master. There is a reason most world-class drivers started as children. Pushing yourself to where you need to be might feel impossible at first, just like tightrope walking. But with practice, the impossible will become hard, and then manageable, and then eventually, second nature.

Is this car at the limit and oversteering or understeering?

To find out, a driver must test - change a driver input and check the car’s response.
THE LIMIT DEFINED

So what is the limit? Ask 10 drivers and you might get 10 different answers. We define the limit as when no change in driver input can cause an increase in force. This sounds a little technical, but a simple example would be a driver traveling at a constant speed and then slowly tightening the steering. There would be a certain point where turning the steering wheel more would not make the car turn any tighter. The tires have reached their limit. In this example, it would be the front tires that reached their limit and many drivers understand this is called understeer. If the rear tires are what is limiting how much a car can turn, then you have oversteer.

The key takeaway here is that anytime you are at the limit, you will either be understeering or oversteering. This also means that for ultimate speed, you will always either be understeering and/or oversteering the entire way through a corner. While theoretically it’s ideal to use all four tires equally, it’s not technically possible to be perfectly neutral and keep both front and rear tires at the limit at the same time. This would be a transient state at best, and as you’ll see, it’s actually impossible to know if you truly are at the limit of both at the same time. If you ever think you have achieved perfect neutral balance, it just means you haven’t developed the sensitivity yet to detect whether you are actually understeering or oversteering.

For ultimate speed, you will always either be understeering and/or oversteering the entire way through a corner.

End of Sample
This shortcut as well as every other shortcut we’ve mentioned is simply a reflection of properly following the Universal Cue. They are just clues that coincide with keeping your forces maximized and heading in the correct direction. They give you breadcrumbs as you improve your skills and sensitivity to the primary cue. Eventually though, they won’t be necessary. Once you get to the skill level where the car is the astronaut and the tires are your fire extinguisher, everything else will fall into place. Just maximize and aim your forces correctly. Whatever helps you do that the best is always the correct answer because you will just be following the basic physics at work.

Our goal is not to just have you memorize Line Theory rules or try out different car control techniques to see what works for you. We want you to truly understand why you shouldn’t focus on imprecise cues like steering wheel forces or tire noises. We want you to understand why you shouldn’t simply try to copy faster drivers or memorize a preplanned set of motions for each corner. Losing is never fun, but losing and not knowing why is worse. We want you to understand why you are slow (or fast!) and how focusing on precise cues like the Universal Cue is the only way to know the right answer, the perfect answer. Naturally gifted drivers are those who drive by these precise cues, these perfect cues, intuitively, often without really understanding them or being able to explain exactly what they are doing. That’s why we have spent so much time explaining it for them, because while perfect control may not be intuitive for everyone, it can definitely be learned by just about anyone.
FIND THE LIMITS OF your CONTROL

Do you understand the true meaning of driving at the limit?

Learn how to identify and prioritize the different visual, auditory, and tactile car control cues, plus the optimal driver inputs needed to extract 100% from practically any vehicle.

We will also look in-depth at the Universal Cue. The driving cue that directly represents the physics of racing and provides the final layer of car control precision. Learn how world-class drivers use it to self-evaluate and perfect their on-track performance.

Please visit us at www.paradigmshiftracing.com
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